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Life and the Law in the Era of Data-Driven Agency
Author: Mireille Hildebrandt
Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2020
ISBN: 978 1 78897 199 7
This ground-breaking and timely book explores how big data, artificial intelligence and algorithms are creating new types of agency, and the impact that this is having on our lives
and the rule of law. Addressing the issues in a thoughtful, cross-disciplinary manner, leading scholars in law, philosophy, computer science and politics examine the ways in which
data-driven agency is transforming democratic practices and the meaning of individual
choice. More Details…

The First Amendment in the Trump Era
Author: Timothy Zick
Publisher: Oxford University Press, Nov 2019
ISBN: 9780190073992
Regardless of how the presidency of Donald J. Trump ultimately concludes, a significant
part of its legacy will relate to the First Amendment. The president has publicly attacked
the institutional press and individual reporters, calling them the "enemy of the people." He
has proposed that flag burners be jailed and de-naturalized, blocked critics from his Twitter
page, communicated hateful and derogatory ideas, and defended the speech of white nationalists. More than any other modern president, Trump has openly challenged fundamental First Amendment norms and principles relating to free speech and free press. These
challenges have come at a time when the institutional press faces economic and other
pressures that negatively affect their functions and legitimacy, political and other forms of
polarization are on the rise, and protesters face diminished space and opportunities for
exercising free speech rights. More Details…

Uncivil City: Ecology, Equity and the Commons in Delhi
Author: Amita Baviskar
Publisher: Sage Publication, 2020
ISBN: 9789353289409
As cities become habitat for most of humanity, the question of their ecological capacity to
sustain lives worth living becomes ever more critical. Yet, when we listen to debates about
city planning and governance, and observe urban environmental campaigns on the ground,
we notice that they have little to do with ecology or justice. To examine this contradiction, Uncivil City: Ecology, Equity and the Commons in Delhi looks at two decades of environmental politics in Delhi—across homes and workplaces, ordinary streets and extraordinary spectacles, and the river and the Ridge. It argues that the terms of the discourse—
what is an environmental issue, who is authorised to speak, and which modes of action
count as legitimate—are partial, particularistic and perverse. More Details…
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Gandhian Thought and Communication: Rethinking the
Mahatma in the Media Age
Author: Biswajit Das
Publisher: Sage Publication, Dec 2019
ISBN: 9789353286682
Gandhian Thought and Communication: Rethinking the Mahatma in the Media Age looks
at Gandhian thought and contributions from an interdisciplinary communication perspective. It explores the Mahatma as a public intellectual and communicator. It studies Gandhi’s
unique communication techniques to connect with the masses and the way he used and
appropriated myth, metaphors and symbols to communicate his ideas related to modernity and nationalism. The book examines how Gandhian ideas have been tested and the
implications derived. More Details…

Advanced Introduction to International Trade Law
Author: Michael J. Trebilcock
Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2020
ISBN: 978 1 78897 144 7
Elgar Advanced Introductions are stimulating and thoughtful introductions to major fields
in the social sciences and law, expertly written by the world’s leading scholars. Designed
to be accessible yet rigorous, they offer concise and lucid surveys of the substantive and
policy
issues
associated
with
discrete
subject
areas.
Written by two leading scholars with 60 years of collective experience in the area, this insightful and updated second edition provides a clear and concise introduction to the fundamental components of international trade law, presenting the basic structure and principles of this complex area of law, alongside elucidation of specific GATT and WTO legal
rules and institutions. More Details…

Online Courts and the Future of Justice
Author: Richard Susskind
Publisher: Oxford University Press, Nov 2019
ISBN: 9780198838364
In Online Courts and the Future of Justice, Richard Susskind, the world's most cited author
on the future of legal services, shows how litigation will be transformed by technology and
proposes
a
solution
to
the
global
access-to-justice
problem.
In most advanced legal systems, the resolution of civil disputes takes too long, costs too
much, and the process is not just antiquated; it is unintelligible to ordinary mortals. The
courts of some jurisdictions are labouring under staggering backlogs - 100 million cases in
Brazil, 30 million in India. More people in the world now have internet access than access
to justice. Drawing on almost 40 years in the fields of legal technology and jurisprudence,
Susskind shows how we can use the remarkable reach of the internet (more than half of
humanity is now online) to help people understand and enforce their legal rights. More
Details…
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Character: What it Means and Why it Matters
Author: Deborah L. Rhode
Publisher: Oxford University Press, Oct 2019
ISBN: 9780190919870
Americans claim to care about character. Over four fifths want it taught in public schools,
and 95 percent think that a president's character is important. And historically, philosophers, educators, politicians, religious leaders, judges, and the general public have agreed
that character should be valued and reinforced. Yet in the United States, the institutions
charged with that mission have consistently fallen short. Simply put, too little effort has
been made to understand the importance of character and the strategies that can best
develop and support it. More Details…

Public Private Partnerships: Governing Common Interests
Author: Sara Valaguzza
Publisher: Edward Elgar, 2020
ISBN: 978 1 78990 372 0
This insightful book critically examines the phenomenon of public private partnerships
through a global, theoretical, lens. It considers the reasons for merging private entities and
public administration, as well as the processes and consequences of doing so. The benefits
for the community as well as the radical changes in the principles and modalities of administrative activity are theorized and discussed. This insightful book critically examines the
phenomenon of public private partnerships (PPPs) through a global, theoretical, lens. It
considers the reasons for merging private entities and public administration, as well as the
processes and consequences of doing so. The benefits for the community as well as the
radical changes in the principles and modalities of administrative activity are theorized and
discussed. More Details…

Indian Democracy: Contradictions and Reconciliations
Author: Arvind Sivaramakrishnan
Publisher: Sage Publication, 2020
ISBN: 9789353289805
The book starts with a close analysis of the Constitution of India, which provides the theoretical validation for democratic politics and serves as a reflective and regulative ideal. It
highlights the way adherence to democratic principles and nurturing of strong institutions
have helped India negotiate and often reconcile contradictions such as caste inequalities,
linguistic and ethnic identities, majority–minority divide, gender bias and divergences in
the conception of democracy itself. Furthermore, the book delineates significant improvements in the maintenance of accurate electoral registers, enforcement of the Model Code
of Conduct and use of electronic voting machines, considerable reductions in violence and
intimidation in the recent decades. More Details…
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Education, Law and Diversity : Schooling for One and All?
Author: Neville Harris
Publisher: Hart Publishing, 2020
ISBN: 9781509906703
This new edition of Education, Law and Diversity provides extensive updated analysis, from
a legal perspective, of how the education system responds to social diversity and how the
relevant social and cultural rights of individuals and groups are affected. It spans wideranging areas of school provision, including: types of school (including faith schools), the
school curriculum, choice of school, out-of-school settings, and duties towards children
with special needs and disabilities. It gives extensive coverage to children's rights in the
context of education and includes considerable new material on issues including relationships and sex education, exclusion from school, home education, equal access, counterextremism and academisation. The new edition also retains and updates areas of debate
in the book, such as those concerned with multiculturalism and the position of religion in
schools. It continues to focus on England but also refers to other jurisdictions within the
UK and internationally. It is essential reading for anyone interested in the legal and related
policy issues surrounding children's education today. More Details…

How to Manufacture Time?
Author: Chandan Goyal
Publisher: Gullybaba Publishing, 2020
How to Manufacture Time is a step by step process to create as much time as you want. Its
application is very practical and make use of digital tools and technology in creating time.
The irony of life is that time is what we want most but time is what we waste most. Time
is
the
most
precious
non-renewable
resource
in
our
life.
After reading this book, "I don't have time" phrase will go away for ever from your vocabulary and thought process. More Details…

Hyperfocus: How to Work Less to Achieve More
Author: Chris Bailey
Publisher: Pan, 2020
ISBN: 978-1509866137
'The most productive man you'd ever hope to meet' TED Hyperfocus by Chris Bailey is a
practical guide to managing your attention – the most powerful resource you have to become more creative, get stuff done, and live a more meaningful life. In Hyperfocus, you
will learn: - How working fewer hours can increase our productivity - How we get more
done by making our work harder, not easier - How we do our best creative work when
we're the most tired Our attention has never been as overwhelmed as it is today and we've
never been so busy while accomplishing so little. In Hyperfocus, Chris Bailey provides profound insights into how we can best manage our attention. He reveals how the brain
switches between two mental modes. More Details…
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You're Not Listening: What You're Missing and Why It
Matters
Author: Kate Murphy
Publisher: Celadon Books, 2020
ISBN: 978-1250297198
Despite living in a world where technology allows constant digital communication and opportunities to connect, it seems no one is really listening or even knows how. And it’s making us lonelier, more isolated, and less tolerant than ever before. A listener by trade, New
York Times contributor Kate Murphy wanted to know how we got here. In this always illuminating and often humorous deep dive, Murphy explains why we’re not listening, what
it’s doing to us, and how we can reverse the trend. She makes accessible the psychology,
neuroscience, and sociology of listening while also introducing us to some of the best listeners out there (including a CIA agent, focus group moderator, bartender, radio producer,
and top furniture salesman). Equal parts cultural observation, scientific exploration, and
rousing call to action that's full of practical advice, You're Not Listening is to listening what
Susan Cain's Quiet was to introversion. It’s time to stop talking and start listening. More
Details…
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